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A guide to the legendary collection of GW2 armor and crafting. Last updated June 21, 2016 By Messenger Armor I: Experimental Armor to unlock this collection, you will need to kill the raid boss in any of the 3 wings of the raid. Completing it will reward you with 5 AP and a set of Ascended Armor (Experimental Armor). Infused Living
Crystal Raid Wing: 1 Time is closed: No can be done in a clear case: Yes first you need to purchase a living crystal from the hidden elements of the Earth in tangled depths. This is the same land of elementary protection that Pride of Whitebeard II Strongbox. If you forget how to get to it, consult with this guide. Killing the land of
elementary (solo, maybe easier with two players) will provide you with a living crystal in your inventory if you unlocked the collection. If you have a live crystal, go kill the Vale Guardian or find a cleaned specimen and interact with the destroyed Pilon in the Guardian Valley fight area (the dialogue window will pop up) to get an infused
version of the living crystal. Infused Soul Mirror Reid Wing: 1 Time closed: No can be done in a purified copy: No, you'll find Burnisher Kengo in Northwatch Aura Basin - BN0HAAA. It may not always be there if there are events running so check back later if it doesn't exist. Talking to him will give you the Mirror of the Soul. If you have a
Soul Mirror, you should be part of a raid that is ready to make a spectral torch run. This after clearing the Vale Guardian, there will be a couple of ghost events that need to be finished and clear before you encounter the spectral torch right in front of the part where your raid needs to slide. One person has to carry this torch all the way up to
the area right in front of Gorseval without dropping it or getting knocked down. You can then interact with the final lit torch right in front of Goreceval to get the Soul Mirror penetrated. Auric Energy Crystal Reid Wing: 1 Time closed: No can be done in a purified instance: No, once you've defeated vale Guardian, you can plunder the crystal
energy from the boss's chest. With an energy crystal in hand, go to the inner chamber in the Auric pool. You have to make parts of HoT's personal history that allow you to access the Inner Camera. You can fall into a pit in the center of Tarir and then take the portal to the Inner Chamber. The approach to the inner chamber's central
platform with an energy crystal in your inventory will provide you with an Auric energy crystal. Spirit Weave Wing Raid: 1 Time Closed: Yes (5 Weeks) Can be done in a purified copy: No, you can get Spirit Themes out of Gorseval's chest once you've defeated it. With the Spiritual Thread in your inventory, you have to make a meta event
for Chuck Gerent in tangled depths, and once you kill one of Gerent', it will turn your The Thread of the Spirit in the Energetic Streaming Thread of the Spirit. The Chuck Gerent meta event takes place every 2 hours in 30 minutes after an hour near the Lei Line merger merger – «BPUHAAA». Use the card timer to see when Chuck Gerent
is up. In each of the four lanes there is Chuck Gerent. You don't need to succeed in the meta event of Chuck Gerent to get the conversion, as long as you manage to kill Gerent. To do this quickly, you can tag all 4 Chuck Gerents in a meta event. You can only get 1 Spirit Thread per week, so it will take you 5 weeks to get 5 Energetic Spirit
Themes. If you have all 5 you can double click on them to make Spirit Weave. Coagulated Ectoplasm Raid Wing: 1, 2, 3 Time closed: Yes (RNG) Can be done in a purified instance: Yes, you should get 10 ectoplasmic residues from various chests to loot in all 3 wings. They are not guaranteed drops from the chest and chests you need
are on a weekly reboot, so it will take a few weeks to get everything. If you have all 10 remnants of ectoplasm you can double-click on them and form a Coagulated Ectoplasm. In Spirit Vale 4 chest. The first chest brazier right in front of Gorseval, you need to make a spectral torch run to unlock the chest. This rib cage cannot be obtained
in a purified specimen. The second breast is right at first, use a bouncing fungus to get up and then slide towards the chest. The third breast can be obtained by sliding from the second breast and then falling off the platform. Fourth breast after Sabet, right in front of the portal in Wing 2. The core of the Flame Raid Wing: 1 Time is closed:
No can be done in a purified copy: No Loot is from the boss's chest from Sabetha saboteur. Arcane Dust Wing Raid: 2 Time closed: No can be done in a purified copy: No Loot Bloodstone powder from Matthias breast boss. Then head to the Inner Chamber of the Aurika Basin again and make the Adventure Sanctum Scramble. You don't
need to win in the adventure, but the chest you need at the end of it and the ability of the adventure to give you help you get it faster. The breast will give you a powdered aurilium, which you can combine with bloodstone powder to form Arcane dust. Mushroom Medley Raid Wing: 2 Time closed: No can be done in a purified copy: No first
you need a noxious Mushroom Cap from winning The Slothasor. Then go to the Tangled Depths and make an event of the Mushroom Emperor. You have to take the left of the Order of Whisper waypoint and drop down the hole. You will see Emperor Mushroom, which is pretty tough and require 2-3 people at least to kill. Killing him will
give you Emperor Jills Mushroom. If you have these two, find Orrian Truffle and Sawgill Mushroom from your jar or buy them from TP. Double tap any of them to form a Medley Mushroom. Giant hive wing raid: 2 Time closed: No can be done in a cleaned copy: Yes to the left of the gangster trio camp there is a large tree stairs winding
around him. At the very top of the stairs, look up and you will see a giant hive. Use range attacks to him, and he would fall lower. Interact with it to get collectible items. Vial Forgotten Thicket Waters Raid Wing: 2 Time Closed: Can't be done in a purified copy: No After defeating Matthias, walk to one of the four fountains in the room and
interact with it. This will give you a dialog box and allow you to get an item. If you leave the instance after defeating Matthias, you won't be able to interact with the fountain until you kill Matthias again. Spirit quest Tonic Reid Wing: 2 Time closed: No Combined all 4 items on top (Arcane Dust, Mushroom Medley, Giant Beehive, Vial
Forgotten Thicket Waters), twice clicking on any of them when you have them in your inventory. Bloodstone Fragment Wing Raid: 2 Time Closed: No Can Be Done in a Cleared Copy: No Loot It From Boss's Chest After Defeating Matthias. Bloodstone Battery (charged) Raid Wing: 3 Time closed: No can be done in a cleaned copy: No
Loot Bloodstone battery (empty) out of the chest after defeating MacLeod Silent. If you have this item in your inventory, travel to the Rata Novus area of confusing depth - BAMIAAA. If this point of path is challenged, go north and then east of Leylin Merger waypoint and follow the path. You will see an outlet you can interact with and then
get it charged. Soul Keep Wing Raid: 3 Time Closed: No can be done in a purified copy: No Loot Stone Soul from The Boss's Chest After The Victory Of Keep Construct. If you have an item in your inventory, go to the confusing depths and find Chuck Slinger/Lobber that slings that goop. Stand in the goop and click on the Stone Soul in
your inventory and you will get Soul Keep. Exhausted Aurillium Raid Wing: 3 Time closed: Can't be done in a purified copy: No, you need to get a polish Aurillum from Scavenger Rakatin, which is a fraction of provisions in the Westwatch Auric Pool. To buy things from him you need to give him one of these items. Polish Aurillium costs just
1 Token Provisioner. Rampager's Krait Battleaxe Rampager's Krait Shooter Rampager's Krait Ward Rampager's Gladiator Legplates Rampager's Noble Pants Rampager's Masquerade Masquerade Leggings to get polished Aurillium to Tormented Aurillium, you just need to run through the labyrinth of the Twisted Castle with it in your
inventory and accidentally if you don't get a pop-up Spirit Strings Raid Wing: 3 Time Closed: No can be done in a purified copy: No Buy Itzel Spirit Poison from itzel supplier right at the entrance to Verdant Brink for 100 parts of the airship. When this item is in your inventory, you need to click on it and get a 15 min duration positive effect.
Although this positive effect is active, you have to kill Keep Construct and Boss's chest to get the Spirit Row (if you you Keep Construct already this week and therefore have no right to boss to rob, you need to wait for a weekly reboot). Besure re-effects this positive immediately after each swipe as the application of it during the fight does
not seem to work according to some players. Blood infused ectoplasma wing raid: 3 Time closed: Yes (RNG) Can be done in a purified copy: No this ectoplasm can be plundered as an accidental fall of three chests inside a twisted castle maze. The rate of fall is not so high, so it may take a few weeks to get it. White Mantle Ritual Cup
Raid Wing: 3 Time Closed: No can be done in a cleaned copy: No Looted off Xera Boss Breasts after defeating her. Messenger Armor II: Refined armor is unlocked after completion of Messenger Armor I. Information is taken from Energyslam on Reddit. Completing it will reward you with 5 AP and another set of Ascended Armor. Please
note that this collection cannot be finished until Arenanet adds more in a future update. You only need to do one crystal heart, it will stay in your inventory and you just need to click it on some spots to gain other items for the collection. Crystalline Heart Make 100 Crystalline Ingots (500 Armorsmith, Artificer, Huntsman, Leatherworker,
Tailor, Weaponsmith) and exchange it with Master Gunsmith, Tailor or Leatherworker in Lion's Arch. For each crystal ingot you will need. You can purchase various items as follows the Amalgamated Gemstore can be purchased in several ways Daily chests for meta-events in all HoT cards give it as an option, so you can get 4x per day
so you can mystical forge 1x Pile crystalline fees and three 3x Crosses, Doubloons, Black Diamond, Freshwater Pearl, Maguuma Burl, Maguuma Burl, Maguuma Burl, Maguuma : 1x Crystal Dust, 3x Golden Doubloon, 3x Ebony Orb, Platinum Doubloons. An alternative mystical recipe for forge 5x Ectoplasma and three 25x Crosses,
Doubloons, Black Diamond, Freshwater Pearl, Maguuma Burl, Maguuma Lily, or Orbs Vine Heart Double push Crystalline Heart in your inventory once you have finished the Octovine event in Tarir (once all 4 Octovines are killed). Burning Heart Double click Crystalline Heart in your inventory as soon as you arrive at the end of the
volcanic fractal (any difficult). Scale 6, 19, 28, 46, 52, 63, 72, 87, 92. Frozen Heart Double Tap Crystal Heart in your inventory as soon as you arrive at the end of the Snowblind Fractal (any difficulty). Scale 5, 16, 27, 37, 51, 74, 86. Windy Heart Find the legendary wyvern in Verdant Brink (Night Verdant Brink has the legendary Wyvern
and Wyvern Patriarch in the canopy you can For this) and click spam click on your Crystalline Heart once wyvern makes it a choppy attack (it will stand and flap its wings). Sodden Heart Double Tap Crystal Heart in your inventory as soon as you arrive at the end of the Water Ruins Fractal (any difficulty). Scale 3, 18, 26, 42, 42, 76 Ley-
Infused Heart Stand at the bottom of the rock under Platform 5 after the end of Roth Mordreem's meta event in Dragon Stand and click on Crystalline Heart. The cultivated heart of the Double Push Crystal Heart high in the Great Tree in tangled depths. The easiest way to get to this is by order Whispers waypoint. There are a bunch of
updrafts in a large clearing south of the point of the path that you can use to get to the Great Tree. One way I reach updrafts is through a large tree south of the point of the path with a small hole hole in the middle. You need to slide to the tree and then carefully climb to the pit. Run through a hole in the tree and then jump right after the
hole, there is an updraft that will carry you up. You will want to go through the updrafts to get to the entrance of the Great Tree high above. Then take left after reaching it and you will arrive at the clearing with some linens and wyverns. Click on the crystal heart in your inventory and the collection should be updated. Making legendary
armor to make the legendary armor, you need to take a piece of exquisite armor from the second collection and combine it with three other gifts. Since this is a piece, you will need six sets of 3 gifts for the entire armor set for one armor weight. Gift prosperity, valor, and initiation recipes are now not working yet because they are not yet
included. Gift of Prosperity If you don't have recipes for gifts, you should buy them from Miyan near Mystic Forge for 10g each. Place the following in the Mystic Forge to make the gift of prosperity. 1x Gift of craftsmanship (purchased for 50 Tokens of Provisions from any of the food vendors). This is a timegate, and you need to hand over
a certain part of the rarely created armor to each Provisions in exchange for one token. If you do this every day and miss the expensive pharmacist created by Rare, it will take you about a month to collect enough for a reservation set. 15x Mystic Clovers 1x Obsidian Shard, 1x Mystic Coin, 1x Globe Ectoplasm, 6x Philosopher's Stone in
mystical forge 10x Obsidian shard, 10x Mystic Coin, 10x Globe Ectoplasm, 10x Mystic Crystal in Mystic Forge Number of Clovers You Get From Recipes Above. 1x Gift condensed magic 1x Blood gift (100x vial of powerful blood, 250x bottle of powerful blood, 50x vial of thick blood, 50x blood bottle). Manufactured by
Artificer/Huntsman/Weaponsmith 400. 1x Gift Venom (100x Powerful Venom Sac, 250x Potent Venom Sac, 50x Full Venom Sac, 50x Venom Sac). Manufactured by Artificer/Huntsman/Weaponsmith 400. 1x Totem Gift (100x Designed by Totem, 250 Intricate Totem, 50x Gravel Totem, 50x Totem). Manufactured by
Artificer/Huntsman/Weaponsmith 400. 1x Dust Gift (100x Heap of Crystal Dust, 250x Heap of Incandescent Dust, 50x Pile of Glowing Dust, 50x Pile of Shining Dust). The Temptress/Hunter/Gunman 400. 1x Gift of Condensed Power 1x Claw Gift (100x Vicious Claw, 250x Big Claw, 50x Sharp Claw, 50x Claw). Manufactured by
Artificer/Huntsman/Weaponsmith 400. 1x Gift scales (100x Armored Scale, 250x Large Scale, 50x Smooth Scale, 50x Scale). Manufactured by Artificer/Huntsman/Weaponsmith 400. 1x Bone Gift (100x Ancient Bone, 250x Large Bone, 50x Heavy Bone, 50x Bone). Manufactured by Artificer/Huntsman/Weaponsmith 400. 1x Gift of Fangs
(100x Vicious Fang, 250x Big Fang, 50x Sharp Fang, 50x Fang). Manufactured by Artificer/Huntsman/Weaponsmith 400. The Gift of Valor Place the next in the Mystical Forge for the Gift of Valor. The Gift of Initiation Place follows in the Mystic Forge for gift of Initiation 5x Auric bullion (a drop of harmful pods or sublime chests in Tarir). It
can also be manufactured with 30x Pile Auric Dust and 30x Auric Silver. The Recipe Artificer Huntsman, Weaponsmith and Scribe 400 is unlocked after buying and consuming any of the core weapons recipes from a supplier in Tarir (250-500 Lump of Aurillium). 5x Restored metal plates (derived by rescuing a rare reclaimed weapon) 5x
Chuck Eggs (received by making Chuck Gerent meta event in tangled depths. 1x Gift Covenant (purchased with 250 of each currency HoT card, not available yet). Total Materials Here's the total amount of materials for a full set of armor for a single armor weight. Update the page and prices will be updated. Time Gated Component Time
(average) 300 Provisions Token 25-30 Days 150 Legendary Insights 4 Months (If You Can Clean All 3 Wings) Score Related Materials 90 Mystic Clover 300 Spirit Shards 300 Obsidian Shards 30 Auric Ingots 30 Reclaimed Metal Plate 3 0 Chuck Eggs 1500 Each HoT Card Currency 6 Cube Stabilized Dark Energy Purchased Materials
600 bottle of powerful blood 1500 bottle of powerful blood 300 bottle of thick blood 300 blood 00 blood bottle 600 Powerful Venom Sacnom 1500 Potent Venom Sac 300 Full Venom 300 Venom Sacnom 600 Develop Totem 1500 Intricate Totem 300 Engraved Totem 300 Totem 600 Pile crystal dust 1500 Pile incandescent dust 300 Pile
glowing dust 300 Pile of radiant dust 600 Vicious Claw 1500 Big Claw 300 Sharp Claw 300 Claw 600 Armored Scale 1500 Large Scale 300 Smooth Scale 300 Scale 600 Ancient Bone 1500 Large Bone 300 Heavy Bone 300 Bone 600 Vicious Fang 1500 Big Fang 300 Sharp Fang 300 Fang External Kind of Note that because of feedback
from players, the female version of Charr and Asura Armor will be identical to the male version in the later patch, Thanks for voting and commenting. We read everything you posted here. Among people who have expressed a clear preference for one of the options, about 230 people prefer to make changes, compared to about who prefer
to leave it as it is. We make changes. We will also work on Up By Charr tail clipping. And then our attention should be focused on the delivery of the full legendary set. Thank you all! Mo Experimental Armor (precursor I armor) Light chat code: CpIaAAA (CrIaAAA) Code medium chat CocaAAA: CoYaAAAA (kuaaAA) CriaaAA Code heavy
Co8aAAAA (CowaAA) Cq'AAA (CpsaAAAAA) Co8aAAAA (KauaAAAA) Cq'AAA (CpsaAAAA)
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